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| Our Mission

The Center for Social and Economic Strategies is an interdisciplinary research 
and teaching unit developing the theory, methodology and practice of exploring 
possible futures and applying forecasts to public policy issues. For these purposes 
CESES shall:

  identify key issues and development priorities of the Czech Republic; 

  produce particular and comprehensive analyses, scenarios, visions and  
             strategies of the social, economic, environmental and political       
 development of the Czech Republic in a global context;

  promote dialogue with specialists, politicians, civil servants;   
 representatives of the civic sector, and individual citizens;

  create cognitive and methodological prerequisites for improving the  
 strategic management of the country
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| From the Head of CESES 

Dear Friends of Good Future,
The task of the Center for Social and Economic 
Strategies of the Faculty of Social Sciences of Charles 
University in Prague is to participate in the systematic 
exploration of possible futures of the country, identify 
looming threats and developmental possibilities, and 
outline visions, strategies and concepts for the future 
development of the country. 

Established  in  October  2000, CESES  is  an 
interdisciplinary center the theoretic and 
methodological approaches of which stem from 
public policy. In five years we have published 

several compendiums and many separate studies, having organized or co-organized 
many specialist events, established numerous contacts in the Czech Republic 
and abroad, and becoming involved in international research projects. We have 
accumulated through our activities a considerable wealth of theoretical and 
empirical knowledge as well as methodical experience in the field of forecasting. 

The year 2005 saw an important change in the overall direction of our activities. We 
started a six-year research cycle, Visions and Strategies of the Development of Czech 
Society within the EU, which is conceived as a partial project within the more general 
Development of Czech Society in the EU: the Challenges and the Risks, conducted in 
cooperation between Charles University’s Faculty of Social Sciences and Philosophical 
Faculty. In the first year of this project we worked to deepen the theoretical and 
methodological foundations of future studies. The outcomes of our endeavor were 
presented at a CESES working conference late in the year. This made us prepared for 
the compendium we like to call “The Barriers and the Opportunities of Developing 
the Czech Republic within the EU and the World” and plan to release during 2006. 
The problems we worked to resolve were closely associated with two other separate 
projects. The methodological aspects of forecasting were addressed by the Czech Grant 
Agency’s Systematic Development of Forecasting Methodology while social cohesion was 
researched into and discussed within the framework of the project Social and Cultural 
Cohesion in a Differentiated Society, funded by the Czech Ministry of Labor and 
Social Affairs. Importantly, we have become more active within international, notably 
European, research networks. As from 2006, our research team will be able to rely on 
the outcomes of two long-running international projects worked out under the 6th 
EC Framework Programme, in which CESES participates and the thematic contents of 
which are closely associated with the solving of the CESES mission. 

We have continually published the outcomes of our research in our own series of 
texts – CESES Papers – published since 2003; and we have organized seminars and 
conferences. To mark 10 years of teaching public policy at the Charles University 
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Faculty of Social Sciences, we staged a round-table in February 2005 under the keynote 
Ten Years of Public Policy Studies in the Czech Republic: Current State, Perspectives 
and European Inspirations, the aim of which was to reflect upon the approaches and 
directions taken hitherto within this scientific discipline in the Czech Republic in the 
context of the experience of other European countries. Our most recent publication, 
“How We Fare and What Comes Next: A Strategic Audit for the Czech Republic” was 
presented at a special conference in March 2005 and at a seminar for the Ministry of 
Labour and Social Affairs staff, in June 2005. In October 2005 we pooled resources 
with the Civic Future Society to hold a second international seminar known as The 
Second Prague Workshop on Futures Studies Methodology and The 8th Colloquium 
“Designing the Future in Europe ‘05” that dealt with the various aspects of forecasting 
methodologies within the context of research of the future of the European Union. 
We have also participated in university student education. We have formulated and 
prepared two new specializations, Educational Policy and Security Policy, for master 
degree students in the field of Public and Social Policy, at the Charles University Faculty 
of Social Sciences.

Our effort is consistently to invite and engage experts and the general public as well as 
political leaders and civil servants in the formulation of forecasts. We have therefore 
continued our series of regular get-togethers on various interesting topics that have 
to do with our activities we baptized Workshops of the Future, this series having been 
launched way back in 2002. We complemented our inputs with those of visiting Czech 
and foreign experts. We have regularly consulted our approaches and findings with 
those interested. Our print outputs have been published by the daily press as well as 
specialized periodicals and our results have been communicated through Czech Public 
Radio. 

I trust this Annual Report will also help spread information about the services that 
the Center of Social and Economic Strategies at Charles University’s Faculty of Social 
Sciences has on offer to you personally, your organization and indeed the whole country 
and the international community. We will appreciate your comments and suggestions 
on how to further improve our performance. 

Prof. Martin Potůček, PhD.
Head of CESES
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Within this project under the 6th EC 
Framework Programme, CESES established 
cooperation with more than 40 universities and 
research centers. The purpose of this network 
is to generate and disseminate findings about 
the development of citizenship values and overlapping identities as well as to 
overcome civic apathies and social exclusions in Europe. Roskilde University 
(Denmark) is the chief project coordinator. CESES is both the Czech national 
research coordinator and the network’s main coordinator of effective transfer of 
scientific findings and best practice to many target groups at various European 
Community levels. 
 
 http://www.cinefogo.org/

Within this project under the  6th EC Framework Programme, approved by 
the European Commission in the framework of the Marie Curie Chair Action, 
CESES (along with the Institute of Sociological Studies, Faculty of Social Sciences) 
will play host, as of May 2006, to Dr. Jürgen Grote of Konstanz Universität 
(Germany), who will analyze interdependences and strategic behavior of public 
and private sector organizations. 

A joint project of nine EU Member States within a “thematic network” analyzes 
EU policy impacts on the public policies of individual countries in the field of 
nonprofit sector. The project is funded by the European Commission. 

CESES  is an institutional contributor to the 
European Foundation for the Improvement of 
Living and Working Conditions (Dublin, Ireland) 
and the Wissenschaftszentrum für Sozialforschung 
(Berlin, Germany) in international comparative research of the quality of life in 
old and new European Union Member States. 

| International Research Cooperation

Civil Society 
and New Forms 
of Governance 
in Europe – The 
Making of European 
Citizenship – Network 
of Excellence (CINEFOGO 
- contract number 513350)

The Role of 
Organized Civil 
Society for the 
Governance of 
Transition in the 
Czech Republic 
(CISOCICZ - contract number 
MEXC-CT-2005-024491)

The Third 
Sector and the 
Development of 
European Public 
Policy (contract number 
HPSE-CT-2002-50016)

Quality of Life in an 
Enlarged Europe
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Mental Health and 
Policy Research 
Training Program

Public Policy 
in Central and 
Eastern Europe: 
Theories, Methods, 
Approaches. 
NISPAcee, 
Bratislava 200�

Millennium Project

The objective of the joint project of CESES at the 
Charles University Faculty of Social Sciences with The 
School of Public Health at the University of California 
(Berkeley, U.S.A.) is to introduce high-level interdisciplinary studies in the U.S.A. 
for economists, sociologists, psychologists, physicians and/or post-doctoral 
students of other social and political sciences. 

NISPAcee helped us to release the 
publication “Potůček, Martin et al. (ed.): 
Veřejná politika. Prague: Sociologické 
nakladatelství 2005. 400 p. ISBN 80-
86429-50-4.“ It is the first textbook on public policy as a dynamically developing 
new and transcending scientific discipline published in Czech. Fundamental 
terminology, approaches and methods are explained and the publication 
is based on the English-language original “Potůček M. - Leloup L. - Jenei G. 
– Váradi L. (eds.): Public Policy in Central and Eastern Europe: Theories, 
Methods, Practices. Bratislava: NISPAcee, 2003, ISBN 80-89013-13-9“, bringing 
it up to date in accordance with the latest developments in this field and specific 
requirements of the Czech reader. 

Since 2001 CESES has been the research ‘hub’ of the 
Millennium Project (United Nations University, 
Washington D.C., U.S.A.) for Central and Eastern 
Europe.  The project is a think-tank set up by close 
interaction of various institutional, professional 
and geographic orientations. Such research hubs 
combine together local and global findings arrived at in 11 regions all over the 
world.

| International Research Cooperation -
  continuation
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| National Research Projects

The objective is to identify a set of relevant visions on modernizing the Czech 
Republic, to ascertain the parameters of existing potentials and moving 
implementation forces, and to develop possible strategies of implementing 
these visions within the Czech Republic as well as in the context of the process 
of integrating the Czech Republic in the EU and the global division of labour. 
The aim is also to further promote the conceptual and methodological basis for 
the forecasting and shaping of public policy. 

Partial research topics:
•     Vision and strategies of Czech Society’s development within the EU – concepts,          
       coordination, communication
• Strategic governance
• Modernization and its actors
• Czech economy: competitivemess and social cohesion
• Security
• Methodology of analyzing and formulating public policies and strategies
 
  

In the course of the year we presented the resultant publication How We Fare 
and What Comes Next: A Strategic Audit for the Czech Republic to a broader 
scientific and general public. 

 

We systematically collect findings on the possibilities and conditions of shaping 
and implementing visions and strategies concerning the life of the Czech society. 
We have analyzed outputs from research of the positions of the Czech elites as a 
follow-up to earlier empirical studies of the life strategies of the population. “Elites 
and Modernization“ was published. In 2006, we plan to make comparisons of 
Czech elites’ postures with the outcomes of new quantitative empirical research 
of the Czechs’ positions on modernizing their society, conducted in late 2005.

 http://ceses.cuni.cz/english/research.php

Visions and 
Strategies of the 
Development of 
Czech Society 
within the EU, 
a partial project developed 
within the framework of a 
joint research intention of 
Charles University’s Faculty 
of Social Sciences and 
Philosophical Faculty (reg. no. 
MSM0021620841)

Strategic Audit for 
the Czech Republic, 
a partial project to assess post-
1989 developmental trends 
in the country by means of 
graphs, charts and concise 
texts against the background of 
international comparisons

Elites and Public 
– Actors of 
Modernization, 
a set of quantitative 
sociological surveys
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| 

In conjunction with a network of 150 education experts from academic, public, 
private and NGO environments, 35 topics were selected and projected into 
instructional texts. Three publications were prepared: “Theory of Education 
Policy“, “Czech Education Policy in Global Context“ and “Selected Chapters on 
Education Policy.“ 

The CESES Security Policy Center has analyzed outcomes of research of security 
and security policy and developed eight instructional texts for courses on Czech 
Security Policy and Security Transformations.

The project is preoccupied with the current state, changes and developmental 
prospects of social and cultural cohesion within the Czech society and aims to 
propose realistic strategies to strengthen cohesion on the macro, i.e. state level 
as well as on the mezzo and micro levels of society. 

 http://ceses.cuni.cz/english/research.php

The project is aimed at systematic monitoring, experimental verification, 
development and evaluation of internationally used forecasting methods and 
principles. Also under scrutiny is the development of new methods and their 
inclusion in the comprehensive set of forecasting methodology and practice of 
researching into the future development of the Czech Republic. An international 
seminar, The Second Prague Workshop on Futures Studies Methodology and the 
8th Colloquium on “Designing the Future in Europe ‘05” was held in October. “A 
Manual of Forecasting Methods“ was prepared for release. 

Preparing Education 
Policy courses for 
master degree 
students of Public 
and Social Policy 
at the Charles 
University Faculty 
of Social Sciences

Preparing Security 
Policy courses for 
master degree 
students of Public 
and Social Policy 
at the Charles 
University Faculty 
of Social Sciences

Research of Social 
and Cultural 
Cohesion in a 
Differentiated 
Society, 
National Program of Research 
I, Czech Ministry of Labour 
and Social Affairs (reg. no. 1J 
028/04-DP2)

Systematic 
Development 
of Forecasting 
Methodology, 
a Czech Republic Grant Agency 
research project (reg. no. 
403/03/0109)

| National Research Projects -        
  continuation
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Economic, Social 
and Cultural 
Sources of 
Educational 
Inequality and 
Determinants 
of Life Success: 
First phase of 
longitudinal 
research, 
a Czech Republic Grant Agency 
project in conjunction with 
the Sociological Institute and 
National Economy Institute 
of the Academy of Sciences of 
the Czech Republic (reg. no. 
403/03/0340)

Mapping support for 
startup researchers 
(till age �5) in the 
Czech Republic, 
commissioned by the Office 
of Government of the Czech 
Republic

Education, advisory 
and consultative 
center for 
upgrading strategic 
management,
a project under the JPD3 
Program funded by the 
European Social Fund (reg. 
no. CZ.04.3.07/3.2.01.02/

The chief objective of the project was to identify the sources of reproduction of 
educational and economic inequalities in the Czech Republic and to explain the 
principles of their functioning. CESES focused primarily on strategies to address 
adverse empirical findings and evaluate affordable (organizational, legislative 
and economic) instruments to overcome educational disadvantages. 

The purpose of the study was to provide detailed background of implementing 
measures specified in the Strategy of Economic Growth and Program of 
Implementing the Strategy of Development of Human Resources in the Czech 
Republic.

The essence of the project is the development of a new program of further 
education and its subsequent pilot verification. The objective is to develop an 
educational, advisory and consultative center which would methodologically 
and practically assist public, commercial and civic sector actors in acquiring 
necessary skills to work out concepts and strategies. These entities would at 
the same time be accorded methodical assistance in formulating conceptual 
and strategic documents. The project was processed and select procedures were 
held in 2005. The project will commence in 2006, pending successful approval 
proceedings.

| National Research Projects -        
  continuation
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| Significant Events 

Seminars, conferences, roundtables and research outcome presentations are 
important components of the CESES activities. They serve as tools in fulfilling our 
mission of promoting dialog with experts, political leaders, public administration 
officials, representatives of the public sector, and indeed also the citizens. CESES 
continued to organize scheduled theme discussions known as Workshops of the 
Future. They provide opportunities for those whishing to discuss certain issues 
of life in the Czech Republic and their long-term solutions. 

Date Issue and Lecturer(s)

February 1 How to research a Society’s value structure?
L. Prudký (CESES)

March 8
Elite Studies in Hungary
I. Kovach (Institute for Political Science, Hungarian 
Academy if Science (Hungary), P. Frič (CESES)

April 26 Forecasting Technological Development
B. Štědroň (CESES)

May 3
Future of the Czech Pension Reform
V. Samek (aide to Czech Minister of Labour and Social 
Affairs)

May 17

Geopolitics of the 21st Century
Š. Volner (Matej Bel University Faculty of Political Sciences 
and International Relations in Banská Bystrica), B. Hnízdo 
(Institute of Political Science, Faculty of Social Sciences, 
Charles University)

May 31

Treaty on European Constitution after the French 
Referendum
L. Rouček (Member of European Parliament), J. Dienstbier 
(former Czechoslovak Minister of Foreign Affairs), V. 
Řiháčková (Editor-in-Chief, Integrace)

June 14 Indicators of Quality of Life
P. Nováček (CESES), P. Mederly (Regioplán, Nitra, Slovakia)

June 28 Social Capital and Health: New Empirical Evidence
R. Scheffler (University of California, Berkeley, U.S.A.)

December 20
The Global Marshall Plan
F.J. Rademacher (Research Institute for Applied Knowledge 
Processing, Ulm, Germany)

Workshops of the 
Future
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Other Public Events Date Name of Conference/Seminar and Event Description

February 1

Creating and Implementing Czech Republic Security 
Policy
Presentation of Final Report on “Creating and 
Implementing Czech Republic Security Policy”

February 7

Ten Years of Public Policy Studies in the Czech Republic. 
Current State, Perspectives and European Inspirations
International Roundtable marking 10 years of public 
policy studies, attended by Prof. Y. Surel (Institut d‘Études 
Politiques de Grenoble, France), Prof. K. Schubert (Münster 
Universität, Germany), Dr. J. Grote (Konstanz Universität, 
Germany)

February 11

How We Fare and What Comes Next? Strategic Audit for 
the Czech Republic
Inauguration and presentation of a CESES publication in the 
presence of the Chancellor of Charles University, Deputy 
Chairman of the Senate of the Czech Republic, Speaker of 
the Lower House, Head of Secretariat of Chairman of the 
Senate, and Prof. E. Kohák

March 16

How We Fare and What Comes Next? Strategic Audit for 
the Czech Republic 
Conference on CESES release “How We Fare and What 
Comes Next? Strategic Audit for the Czech Republic” 

May 26
Changes in the Concept of Internal Security
Conference on new theoretical approaches to the issues of 
internal security

June 28

How We Fare and What Comes Next? Strategic Audit for 
the Czech Republic 
Seminar for Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs staff on 
selected issues of  “How We Fare and What Comes Next? 
Strategic Audit for the Czech Republic”

September 8

European Dream: How the European vision of future 
quietly obscures the American Dream
Debate with U.S. writer and publicist Jeremy Rifkin on the 
occasion of the release of a Czech translation of his latest 
book

| Significant Events - continuation
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October 5
Security and Defence Policy of the Czech Republic
International seminar on problems and priorities pf the 
security policy of the Czech Republic

October     
20. - 22.

The Second Prague Workshop on Future Studies 
Methodology and The 8th Colloquium “Designing the 
Future of Europe ‘05”
International methodological seminar and colloquium 
organized by CESES in conjunction with the Civic 
Futurological Society and focusing on various aspects of the 
future development of Europe

November 
10

Modernity in the Perspective of Ernest Gellner – Gellner 
Memorial Symposium
International seminar of CESES in conjunction with 
the Social Anthropology Section of the Masaryk Czech 
Sociology Society marking 10 years of Gellner’s death; in 
the presence of anthropologists and sociologists from the 
United Kingdom, Germany, Poland and the Czech Republic

November 
14. - 15.

Czech Security Policy and its European Dimension
Annual conference of the CESES Center for Security Policy 
with international participation devoted to the aspects 
of Czech security policy vis-à-vis the development and 
perspectives of European security and defence policy

November 
24. - 26.

Visions and Strategies of the Development of Czech 
Society within the European Union 
Working conference on the CESES partial research project

| Significant Events - continuation
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| Principal Outputs of the Year 

  
Potůček, M. et al.: Jak jsme na tom. A co dál? Strategický audit České 
republiky. (How We Fare and What Comes Next? Strategic Audit for the 
Czech Republic. In Czech). Prague: Sociologické nakladatelství 2005. 212 
p. ISBN 80-86429-45-8
This book analyzes the past development and current situation of the Czech 
Republic. This is done in a comprehensible, attractive and graphic form using 
schematic charts, tables and graphs in international comparison. Thus it offers 
a basis for consideration concerning the Czech society and economy’s future 
in the next 15 years and offers possible strategic options. This publication has 
been released also on CD-ROM.

Potůček, M. et al. (ed.): Veřejná politika. (Public Policy. In Czech). Prague: 
Sociologické nakladatelství 2005. 400 p. ISBN 80-86429-50-4
This is the first textbook on public policy as a dynamically developing new and 
transcending scientific discipline published in the Czech language. Fundamental 
terminologies, approaches and methods are explained. Public policy transcends 
specific scopes of political and social sciences, economy, law, administrative 
sciences and other disciplines by virtue of its endeavour to take in the whole lot 
of current societal problems and find formulae to effectively tackle them in the 
daily life of the state, and its regions and communities. 

Balabán, M. (ed.): Bezpečnostní budoucnost České republiky – otázky, 
výzvy, problémy (Security Future of the Czech Republic – Questions, 
Challenges, Problems. In Czech), Prague: MO-AVIS 2005. 199 p. ISBN 
80-7278-306-8
This is an almanac on “Czech Security Policy and its Prospects” conference. 
Articles published herein focus on the principal anticipated trends in security 
within both the global and European dimensions as seen from various vantage 
points and geared towards security, historical, political, social and economic 
associations.

Potůček, M.: Jak se vyrovnat s budoucností. (Coping with the Future. In 
Czech) In. The World 2050 - Svět 2050. Prague: Sdělovací technika 2005.  
p. 7-9. ISBN 80-86645-10-X
This paper deals with the role of forecasting and formulating visions in a 
society and it analyzes prerequisites and implementation options for the Czech 
Republic at the start of the 21st century. 
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1 Elity a modernizace (Elites and Modernization)
P. Frič, L. Prudký, M. Nekola

2

Reálná konvergence České republiky k EU v porovnání s ostatními 
novými členskými zeměmi (Realistic Convergence of the Czech 
Republic towards the EU in Comparison with Other New EU Member 
States)
C. Slavík

3

Růst zkreslení HDP v prostředí transformace: implikace pro měření 
růstu a rozvoje české ekonomiky (GDP Growth Distortions in 
Transforming Environment: Implications for Measuring Growth and 
Development of the Czech Economy)
V. Benáček

4
Kvalita českých vývozů a dovozů (Quality of Czech Exports and 
Imports)
T. Horáková

5
Metody a metodologie vymezení problému (Methods and 
Methodologies of Outlining Problems)
A. Veselý

6
Veřejná politika, veřejné volby, veřejné rozpočty (Public Policy, Public 
Elections, Public Budgets)
F. Ochrana

7 
Evaluace: metody, východiska, přístupy (Evaluation: Methods, Sources 
and Approaches)
M. Nekola, H. Hloušková, F. Ochrana

8 Policy a proces tvorby politiky (Policy and its Formative Process)
A. Veselý, Z. Drhová, M. Nachtmannová

9
Veřejnost jako aktér modernizace (výzkumná zpráva) (Public as the 
Actor of Modernization - Research Report)
P. Frič, L. Prudký, M. Nekola

10 The Second Prague Workshop on Futures Studies Methodology 
M. Potůček, B. Slintáková (eds.) 

11 Péče o staré lidi v rodině (Family Care for Seniors)
H. Jeřábek

12
Vnitřní periferie jako forma sociální exkluze (Internal Periphery as a 
Form of Social Exclusion)
J. Musil, J. Müller

| Principal Outputs of the Year -      
  continuation

CESES Papers
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| Financial Statements

CESES activities were covered by various domestic and foreign funding 
sources. 

    [in TCZK]

Research Intention of Charles University’s Faculty of Social Sciences 
and Philosophical Faculty 
(reg. no. MSM0021620841)

                 Fond of Educational Policy, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport

Systematic Development of Forecasting Methodology,  Grant Agency 
of the Czech Republic 
(reg. no. 403/03/0109)

Economic, Social and Cultural Sources of Educational Inequality and 
Determinants of Life Success, Grant Agency of the Czech Republic 
(reg. no. 403/03/0340)

Research of Social and Cultural Cohesion in a Differentiated Society, 
Czech Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (reg. no. 1J 028/04-
DP2)

Other Sources

Total annual budget was TCZK 17,583.1,-.
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| Contacts

Address:

Phone: 
Fax: 

Web: 
E-mail: 

Registered Office of 
the Faculty:

Registered Office of 
the University: 

Id. No.:
Tax Id. No.: 

Bank Connection:

CESES FSV UK 
Celetná 20 
116 36 Praha 1

(+420) 224 491 493 (Secretariat)
(+420) 224 227 950

http://ceses.cuni.cz
ceses@fsv.cuni.cz

Fakulta sociálních věd UK 
Smetanovo nábřeží 6 
110 01 Praha 1

Univerzita Karlova v Praze
Ovocný trh 3
116 36 Praha 1

00216208
CZ00216208

Name of an account:  Fakulta sociálních věd UK
Bank:    Komerční Banka
Account Number: 85033011/0100
IBAN:    CZ580100 0000 0000 85033011
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| CESES Staff Contacts

Name and Field:

Potůček Martin (Head)

Public and Social policy, Forecasting

Abramuszkin-Pavlíková Eva

National Identity, Social Cohesion

Balabán Miloš

Security Policy

Benáček Vladimír

Economics

Dienstbierová Jiřina

Public Relations

Drhová Zuzana

Sustainable Development

Frič Pavol

Theory and Methodology of Forecasting, Civil 
Sector

Hlaváč Ivo

Security Policy

Hloušková Hana

Good Governance and Ethics in Politics

Just Petr

Political Development

Kalous Jaroslav

Education Policy, Human and Social Capital

Kučerová Eva

Rural Sociology

Marková Jana

Economic Development, European Integration

Mašková Miroslava

Population Development and its Social and 
Political Implications

E-mail a www:

potucek@fsv.cuni.cz

http://martinpotucek.cz

evapavlik@yahoo.com

balaban@fsv.cuni.cz

benacekv@fsv.cuni.cz

dienstbierova@fsv.cuni.cz

zuzana.drhova@ecn.cz

fric@fsv.cuni.cz

hlavac.ivo@vlada.cz

hhlouskova@yahoo.com

just@fsv.cuni.cz

jaroslav.kalous@chello.cz

kucerova@pef.czu.cz

jmarkova@fsv.cuni.cz

maskovam@fsv.cuni.cz

Extension:

492

498

498

500

489

452

674

498

500

489

652

489

498

490

Trunk phone line: 22���1111
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| 

Name and Field:

Musil Jiří

Social Cohesion

Nachtmannová Marta

Strategic Governance

Nekola Martin

Public Administration, Public Services and 
Information Technologies

Nováček Pavel

Quality of Life and Sustainable Development

Ochrana František

Public Administration, Public Sector

Prudký Libor

National Identity, Values and Interests

Rašek Antonín

Security Policy

Síla Jiří

Security Policy

Stejskal Jan

Security Policy

Stejskal Libor

Security Policy

Šmídová Michaela

Social Cohesion

Veselý Arnošt

Education Policy and Development of Human 
Resources

Emanovská Marie

Lovečková Dagmar

E-mail a www:

ceu.musil@volny.cz

nacht@fsv.cuni.cz

nekola@centrum.cz

nov@risc.upol.cz

ochrana@vse.cz

prudom@pointpraha.cz

rasek@centrum.cz

drahomira.nova@army.cz

jan-stejskal@seznam.cz

stejskli@fsv.cuni.cz

smidovamichaela@seznam.cz

vesely.arnost@centrum.cz

emanov@fsv.cuni.cz

loveckov@fsv.cuni.cz

Extension:
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Trunk phone line: 22���1111
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